The challenges to understanding the biology of cancer lies in its heterogeneity that makes each type of cancer a cluster of different subtypes. This diversity not only increases the complexity of the disease but also makes every cancer unique in its composition. Over the past decades, researchers have amassed a tremendous understanding of a vast array of cancers driven by different mutations, responses of the immune system to tumors, symbiotic relationship of cancer cells with the tumor microenvironment, as well as reprogramming of various anabolic and catabolic processes.^[@bibr1-1533033820943248]^ The emergence of genetic technologies and structural biology approaches have allowed researchers to rapidly sequence and study cancer genomes and epigenomes, revealing genetic alterations.^[@bibr2-1533033820943248]^ Tremendous technological advances have enabled studying the whole proteome and/or metabolome that helps us to understand interactions with other proteins and effects on cellular behavior. Additionally, combination therapies targeting cancer stem cells have allowed for better treatment modalities for both chemoresistant solid tumors and hematologic cancers over the course of their progression.^[@bibr3-1533033820943248]^ Development of organoid cultures from patient tumors have helped analyze different yet concerted signaling cues in individual cells revealing how tumors respond to drugs. This has allowed for the development of more effective drugs and selection of the best course of treatment for individual patients; dawning in a new era of personalized precision medicine.^[@bibr4-1533033820943248]^ Some of these validated discoveries go on to identify clinically useful biological indicators or biomarkers or are developed into potential diagnostic techniques. Diagnostic, prognostic, or predictive biomarkers allows us to address the inherent complexity and the ever-shifting genetic landscape of cancer. There has been a significant advancement in the field that allows prediction, detection, location, as well as therapy monitoring of patients with cancer. Newer technologies are, however, required to address the challenges faced by existing diagnostic techniques to improve the sensitivity and specificity of detection as well as recurrence at an early stage.^[@bibr5-1533033820943248]^ This research topic is dedicated to articles (a) illustrating the identification of potential diagnostic indicators in cancer detection and prognosis, (b) highlighting novel technologies to further our understanding about cancer metabolism, and (c) evaluating applications of existing techniques and treatment modalities for cancer therapy.

Emerging evidences demonstrate the utility of noncoding RNAs (ncRNA) as a biological marker in different cancers.^[@bibr6-1533033820943248]^ Aberrant expression of the small nucleolar RNA (snoRNAs), a family of ncRNAs, and their association with the diagnosis as well as prognosis have been reported in distinct cancer types. Additionally, snoRNAs are reportedly stable and lie within detectable ranges in extracellular fluids, such as blood plasma, serum or urine; making it a potential candidate to become a cancer biomarker. In this research topic, Liu *et al* ^[@bibr7-1533033820943248]^ report the role of snoRNA host gene 18 as a tumor suppressor in hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) and its correlation with tumor grade. Furthermore, plasma snoRNA host gene 18 displayed a greater specificity and sensitivity in HCC patients with relatively lower levels of alpha fetoprotein levels when compared to patients with hepatitis B and cirrhosis. The robustness of both circulating and tissue specific snoRNA host gene 18 expression makes it a potential diagnostic indicator to distinguish HCC from cirrhosis and aid in early detection.

Detection and diagnosis by in situ tissue biopsies are challenged by (a) inaccessible anatomical location of the tissue, (b) safety risk and excruciating discomfort to the patients, (c) insufficient quantity or quality of the tissue acquired, (d) compromising the evaluation of genetic mutations throughout the tumor for highly precise methods (needle biopsies), (e) longer wait time for results, and (f) multiple invasive biopsies to assess the progression of cancer. The alternative mode of diagnosis is by liquid biopsy---a rapid, minimally invasive, low risk, high throughput technology. In this research topic, Lu *et al* ^[@bibr8-1533033820943248]^ outline the latest advancement in liquid biopsy as an alternate means of precision therapy in non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), one of the most difficult cancers to diagnose. This review article focuses on the present advances and obstacles in employing droplet digital polymerase chain reaction and next-generation sequencing (NGS) techniques in detecting circulating tumor cells and cell-free DNA in NSCLC. Liquid biopsy using NGS allows detection of multiple gene mutations including those of drug resistance as well as tumor heterogeneity, although its sensitivity and specificity limits its use in the clinics. The authors also discuss the effectiveness and restrictions of using cell-free DNA and circulating tumor cells versus tissue biopsy in NSCLC.

The complex biological characteristics and pervasive heterogeneity of tumor cells complicates the process of distinguishing them into distinct morphological and phenotypic profiles. Single-cell technology has emerged as a powerful tool in addressing these difficulties in cancer research studies. In this research topic, Sengupta *et al* ^[@bibr9-1533033820943248]^ illustrates the use of microfluidics for single cell analysis of the key glycolytic pathway metabolites in individual cells. Beyond different genetic or cellular markers, profiling of metabolites is a surrogate and promising diagnostic tool. However, the large cell to cell variability in a clinical setting only allows positron emission tomography measurements of an aggregate metabolic flux discounting tumor cell heterogeneity. The authors characterize a novel droplet microfluidic device for the multiplexed measurements of ^18^F-fluorodeoxyglucose uptake and corresponding lactate release in single cells. The study underlines the reliance of individual cancer cells on multiple metabolic pathways, besides aerobic glycolysis, even under controlled culture conditions. This further highlights the multiformity of tumor cells and the need for single cell analyses to appreciate the complexity of cancer biology.

Application of stem cells as a cancer therapeutic is an attractive treatment modality that has emerged over the years. In their comprehensive review, Hawsawi *et al* ^[@bibr10-1533033820943248]^ summarizes the mechanisms of various types of adult and pluripotent stem cells in treating different cancers. In addition, they also highlight the challenges, particularly durability, of using stem cells clinically. Although most cancer treatments can target the rapidly proliferating cells, they are unable to attack the slow cycling stem cells that can result in distal recurrences. The authors elaborate that combination therapies targeting both cancer stem cells and tumor mass will result in a more complete and durable response.
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